The Boulder Faculty Assembly moves to adopt the COIA report with the following modifications:

- Proposal 1.2.4 be addressed through our representative to the NCAA, in consultation with the CUBAB and BFA IAC.

- Proposal 3.2 be reworded as follows:

  “Major athletic department personnel decisions should be made in consultation with the CUBAB, the leaders of the BFA, and with the active involvement of faculty representatives on the associated selection committees.”

- Proposal 1.2.5 be reworded to hold student-athletes to the same standards as the rest of the student body.

- That the BFA’s representatives to the CUBAB report back to the BFA about the CUBAB’s deliberations on proposal 4.2 (budget growth).

- That the BFA consider the issue of faculty representation on the board of the CU Foundation.

- The last sentence of proposal 1.2.1 be reworded as follows:

  "Data on student-athletes' choice of major should be gathered and evaluated by the campus faculty governance body and/or the Campus Athletic Board."

- That the BFA urge academic departments to consider offering any given course at different times in different semesters.

- Proposal 1.2.2 be reworded as follows:

  "To preserve academic integrity, the campus faculty governance body should monitor student-athlete enrollment by course.”

- That proposal 3.5 not be adopted.

And

MOVED that the BFA revisit the COIA proposals every few years, reviewing them in light of current campus policy, and determining whether further action and/or change is needed, and that the BFA urge the Chancellor to provide a small amount of staff support (6-8- hours per week) to the Faculty Athletics Representative, to be used in support of the duties of the IAC and the BAB, and that the BFA take an active role in highlighting these positive developments, by informing the faculty at large how the campus administration and the athletics department have addressed issues of concern to us all.
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